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Flight No. B422 
Date:   15 Jan 2009 
Take Off: 10:24:33   
Landing:   14:30:02   
FLIGHT FOLDER 
Flight Time: 4h 05m 29s   
 
Campaign: APPRAISE  
Operating Area: Chilbolton 
 
POB Position Name Institute Logs y/n 
1 Captain Luc Lathouwers Directflight   
2 Co-pilot Alan Foster Directflight   
3 CCM Dawn Quinn Directflight   
4 Mission Scientist 1 Keith Bower Manchester University   
5 Mission Scientist 2 Martin Gallagher Manchester University   
6 Flight Manager Alan Woolley FAAM  
7 Core Chemistry / Cloud Physics Kate Turnbull FAAM  
8 MOD Host Jim Crawford FAAM  
9 CVI / FWVS Jeff Norwood-Brown Met Office  
10 AMS Johnny Crosier Manchester University   
11 Manchester Cloud James Dorsey Manchester University   
12 Wet Neph / Filters Martin Glew Met Office  
13 Familiarisation Andrew Hoad MOD  
14 Familiarisation Gordon Stewart MOD  
15     
16     
17     
18     
     
 
The following log sheets are not available for this flight : 
Log Reason 
Pre-flighter log No log available 
Cloud Physics In Flight Awaiting confirmation of whether a log was created 
Cloud Physics Processing Awaiting confirmation of whether a log was created 
Core Chemistry / TDLAS No In Flight log except in cases of instrument problems 
Manchester Cloud Manchester Cloud operator does not create a log sheet 
AMS log AMS operator does not create a log sheet 
CVI Awaiting confirmation of whether a log was created 
  
 
Document control 
Revision Date Author Comments 
r0 29 Dec 2009 Doug Anderson Initial version missing the above noted logs 
r1    
 
Digital video recordings in avi format: 
 
faam-video-dfc_faam_20080422_r0_b358_082724_25hz.avi 
faam-video-dfc_faam_20080422_r0_b358_092921_25hz.avi 
faam-video-dfc_faam_20080422_r0_b358_103708_25hz.avi 
 
faam-video-ffc_faam_20080422_r0_b358_080017_25hz.avi 
faam-video-ffc_faam_20080422_r0_b358_080139_25hz.avi 
faam-video-ffc_faam_20080422_r0_b358_082710_25hz.avi 
faam-video-ffc_faam_20080422_r0_b358_092912_25hz.avi 
faam-video-ffc_faam_20080422_r0_b358_103659_25hz.avi 
faam-video-rfc_faam_20080422_r0_b358_080150_25hz.avi 
faam-video-rfc_faam_20080422_r0_b358_082715_25hz.avi 
faam-video-rfc_faam_20080422_r0_b358_092915_25hz.avi 
faam-video-rfc_faam_20080422_r0_b358_103702_25hz.avi 
 
faam-video-ufc_faam_20080422_r0_b358_082721_25hz.avi 
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             FLIGHT SUMMARY  
Flight No B422 
Date:     15 January 2008   
Project:  Appraise 
Location: Chilbolton 
  
Start   End 
Time    Time     Event               Height (s)        Hdg Comments 
----    ----     -----               ----------        --- -------- 
095141           Start-Up            0.39 kft          127                       
095508           taxy                0.39 kft          127                       
095545           asp open            0.39 kft          053                       
102433           T/O                 0.39 kft          040            
102838           jw/nevz zero         6.3 kft          055                       
103737           video started       10.0 kft          240                       
103843           jw/nevz zero        10.0 kft          240                       
104008  110252   Profile 1           10.0 - 0.47 kft   218                       
104329           Profile 1            7.0 kft          217 interrupt      
104517           bbr                  7.0 kft          217 shutters extended 
105008           Profile 1            7.0 kft          089 resume                
105156           Profile 1            5.5 kft          177 interrupt             
105600           Profile 1            5.5 kft          182 resume                
110259  110534   Profile 2           0.48 -  3.2 kft   225                       
110542  111349   Run 1.1              3.0 -  2.8 kft   231                                     
111355  112947   Profile 3            2.8 - 19.0 kft   238                       
112957  113133   Run 2.1             19.0 kft          081                       
113629  113825   Run 2.2             19.0 kft          243                       
113832  114034   Profile 4           19.0 - 17.1 kft   246                       
114040  114216   Run 3.1             17.0 - 0.00 kft   248                       
114427  114512   Run 3.2             17.0 kft          120                       
114558  114844   Run 3.3             18.0 kft          090             
115300  115631   Run 3.4             18.0 kft          266                                     
115638  115758   Profile 5           18.0 - 17.0 kft   248                       
120106  120408   Run 4.1             17.0 kft          140                       
120406           bbr                 17.0 kft          080 retract               
120804  120929   Run 4.2             17.0 kft          286                       
121118  121223   Profile 6           17.0 - 17.9 kft   249                       
121631  121923   Run 5.1             18.0 kft          138                       
122311  122529   Run 5.2             18.0 kft          277                       
122429           chilb               18.0 kft          244 overhead              
122534  123207   Profile 7           18.0 - 11.0 kft   251                       
123207  123254   Run 6.1             11.0 kft          256                       
123543  124251   Run 6.2             11.0 kft          129                       
124712  124846   Run 7.1             11.0 - 11.1 kft   267                       
124838           chilb               11.0 kft          243 overhead              
124847  125041   Profile 8           11.1 - 13.0 kft   244                       
125242  125617   Run 8.1             0.00 kft          248                       
125906  130426   Run 8.2             12.0 - 0.00 kft   126                       
130845  131032   Run 8.3             12.0 - 11.9 kft   260                       
131007           chilb               12.0 kft          242 overhead              
131032  131304   Profile 9           11.9 - 10.0 kft   247                       
131304  131512   Run 9.1             10.0 kft          247                       
131711  132057   Run 9.2             10.1 - 10.0 kft   044                       
132454  133724   Run 9.3             10.0 - 10.1 kft   271                       
133740  133836   Profile 10          10.3 - 11.0 kft   235                       
133836  134423   Run 10.1            11.0 - 0.00 kft   122                       
134429  134520   Profile 11          10.9 - 10.1 kft   081                       
134525  134809   Run 11.1            10.0 kft          081                       
143002           Land                0.40 kft          209 cranfield             


JEPPESENPilot:  Luc Lathouwers
NavData Cycle 2009-1 Expires:  Thursday, 12 February 2009.
Scale:  1:1162361  (1 inch = 15.94 naut mi).   Printed on 15 Jan 2009 FliteStar 9.4.3.0 
© JEPPESEN SANDERSON, INC., 2005.  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Sortie Brief: APPRAISE-Clouds: mixed-phase cloud studies              
Date: 15 Jan 2009 
Flight Number: B422 
TO time: 10.00z                                                                    
M.Sci: Keith Bower 
 
Sortie Aims:  To measure ice and liquid-phase microphysical processes in frontal and 
other clouds in association with the Chilbolton radar facility. 
 
Sortie Location: Over and to the west of the Chilbolton radar facility. Area Alpha. 
 
Sortie Summary: Perform a series of runs at a series of altitudes below cloud base (if 
possible), within and above the cloud, along the azimuth that is being scanned by the 
radar. Information on the run orientation and altitude to be flown will be provided by 
scientists at Chilbolton using VHF radio (call-sign “Radsearch”). Where the radar 
identifies a small-scale feature of interest, the aircraft may abort a long leg in order to 
turn to re-penetrate it. Where either the aircraft or radar identifies a particular horizontal 
layer of interest, the aircraft may fly a sawtooth pattern so as to provide a sequence of 
profiles through it. It is desired that the aircraft flight legs start/finish in the Chilbolton 
overhead. This benefits the validation of vertically-pointing radar/lidar retrievals of 
supercooled cloud layers. This requires turns to be done within controlled airspace and 
so may limit the number of occasions that this is possible. 
 
Sortie Detail: 
a) T+0 Take off & climb to FL100 to transit to operating area at Chilbolton. 
b) T+35 When at suitable location descend from transit altitude to 1000ft agl, or to 
lowest altitude allowed by operating restrictions (This may only be achieved 
with an approach to Boscombe Down airfield). Fly leg in clear air for 10 min.   
c) Perform a profile ascent at 1000ft/min along the azimuth and through the cloud 
system up to FL330 or to above mid level cloud top, whichever is lower. 
d) Fly a series of 40-60km level flight legs along the azimuth scanned by the radar 
at altitudes defined by the radar or as determined from previous profile. Ideally, 
just above cloud base, throughout the cloud, just below and just above cloud top.  
Duration of each leg ~10 minutes. Legs should extend over Chilbolton. During 
incloud legs AMS should sample off CVI inlet unless tip iced up (but sample off 
Rosemount inlet out of cloud). Filters to be exposed on out of cloud legs only. 
e) Where the radar identifies a feature of interest or one that is penetrated by the 
aircraft along any leg, the leg may be interrupted to fly one or more butterfly 
patterns. Each butterfly consists of a minimum of two minutes straight/level that 
includes penetration of the feature followed by turns that allow re-penetration of 
the feature during the reciprocal part of the pattern.  
f) Where a defined layer of interest (such as a shallow layer of supercooled liquid 
water) is identified by the aircraft or radar, the long leg may be flown as a 
sawtooth leg with ascents/descents at 1000ft/min, extending 1000ft above and 
below the layer level (M.Sci may request level segments of 1 minute). 
g) Repeat items d) to e) as long as flight endurance or cloud conditions permit.  
h) End with below-cloud clear air aerosol leg (10 min), before recovering to 
Cranfield. 
PROJECT BRIEF: APPRAISE-Clouds – mixed-phase cloud studies  
Scientific Aims: The purpose of this project is to obtain detailed microphysical 
measurements in stratiform cloud systems, altocumulus clouds, wave clouds and 
cumulus clouds within the temperature regime in which ice particles will likely co-exist 
with liquid (typically 0 to -30C). 
The flight plans are designed to characterise the aerosol above and below the cloud and 
infer aerosol fluxes into the cloud layer by combination with the vertical wind 
measurements and the microphysical characteristics within the cloud layer. 
Constant altitude flight legs of approximately 50 km (10 minutes flying) will be made: 
• In the boundary layer to measure the aerosol size distributions (from 10 nm to 100 
um), CCN, aerosol composition from 30 nm to 1 um using the ToF AMS; larger 
particles and non-volatile material such as refractory material will be measured using 
EDAX analysis of filter samples. 
• Near cloud base within cloud to measure the cloud droplets that have been activated 
from CCN, interstitial particles and larger particles that have fallen from cloud top. In 
addition the onset of ice will be observed using the CPI, CAPS and 2-D probes in cloud. 
• Middle of the cloud passes will be made at temperatures where key processes will be 
expected to be initiated (-6C to -9C) for the Hallett-Mossop process or around -15C 
where fragmentation of dendritic crystals may be important. 
• Near cloud top and within the cloud to measure entrainment and aerosols within 
entrained eddies and ice particles within the cloud; in colder clouds ice initiation will 
occur in this region. 
• Above the cloud to measure the properties of aerosol particles that can potentially be 
entrained into the clouds. 
In-situ measurements from the aircraft are performed in close coordination with the 
CAMRa radar and lidar facilities at Chilbolton, Hants.  
 
Weather conditions: Stratiform, or altocumulus clouds lying over and to the west of 
the Chilbolton radar facility. This may or may not be generating precipitation at the 
surface. It is particularly desirable if the mean wind direction lies between about 220 
and 280 degrees. This allows the aircraft to fly legs along the radar beam whilst staying 
closely parallel to the mean wind direction. 
 
Key instruments and their operation. 
Basic meteorology 
- Rosemount temperatures, GE hygrometer, CR2 
- GPS, INU, turbulence probe – When in supercooled liquid water, Flight 
Manager or PIs should monitor turbulence probe calibrated differential 
pressures for signs of icing (cessation of variability on signal). 
Cloud/Aerosol Physics/Chemistry  
– FFSSP, 2DC, 2DP, PCASP, CDP. Normal monitoring to ensure correct 
operation. Operator should note particular features of interest eg. high 
concentrations, appearance of pristine ice crystal habits, appearance of large 
drops (>100micron) in 2D imagery when above freezing level. 
– CPI and 2DS, CAPS and FSSP – as above 
– J-W LWC and Nevzorov LWC/TWC. Where a run is only partially in cloud and 
is starting in clear air, these should be zeroed/calibrated and a note made in the 
Flight Manager’s log. 
– TWC. If possible, a profile in clear air is desirable for calibration purposes. 
– AMS, SMPS/WCPC (-  to sample off both Rosemount and CVI inlets) 
– Filters 
CVI inlet sampling: residuals (and Lyα) incloud; aerosols out of cloud (PCASP, CPC) 
Mission Scientist Debrief: APPRAISE-Clouds: mixed-phase cloud studies:  
Flight Number: B422, 15th Jan 2009 (Takeoff 10:24z; Landing        ) 
Mission Scientist: Keith Bower 
 
Sortie Aims:  To measure ice and liquid-phase microphysical processes in frontal and 
other clouds in association with the Chilbolton radar facility. 
 
Weather conditions & operating area: A blocking high pressure region centred over 
Scandinavia was steering a low pressure area to the west of the British Isles along a 
trajectory northwards along the15°W longitude line. At 18:00z on Jan 14th the low had 
been due west of southern Eire and by midday on the 15th was centred at 60°N. 
Associated with the low pressure was a warm front closely followed by a frontal system 
wrapping itself around the low and comprised of a warm and cold front. The initial warm 
front crossed over northern Britain at around midnight, while the 2nd warm front (aligned 
N-S) was lying just to the west of the country (over the tips of Pembrokeshire and 
Cornwall). During the early hours of the 15th this front move eastwards across the country 
and by midday lay along the NE coast of England and Scotland. At this time the cold 
front lay just the west of Cornwall and Wales. The combination of these fronts had been 
expected to bring a combination of high, medium and low cloud cover over the majority 
of the country, with most of the precipitation expected to be associated with the eastward 
progress of the cold front over western England by midday. Based on this forecast a 
10:00z takeoff time had been set in order to catch the most vigorous part of the system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Detailed summary of the flight: Take off was at 10:24z, delayed because of a problem 
with Horace. Climbing out of Cranfield there was some lower level cloud (cloud base and 
cloud top (CB and CT) at 1400 and 2000ft respectively) and then a main deck of cloud 
with CB around 7300ft. The transit at FL100 was initially in cloud but was soon out of 
cloud with cloud below and above. A slow profile descent P1 was started into the 
oscome/Chilbolton region. At FL70 (780mbar, -2.6°C) large crystals could be seen 
ropping out from the clouds above. These were semi-rimed dendrites. Following the 
rn to head south the cloud below appeared broken so it decided to continue on for a 
missed approach” at Boscome airfield in order to have a chance to measure aerosol that 
ay have been interacting with the cloud above (and for comparison with the ground 
easurements at Chilbolton). During this profile it was clear that Horace was struggling 
ts displays were showing incredulous temperatures and windspeeds etc at times) and 
eeded a number of reboots throughout the flight. CT of the low level cloud was seen at 
.1kft (936mbar, T ??), and CB at 1.5kft (957mbar, 2.9°C) where filters were exposed. At 
0ft (0.4kft, 996mbar, 6.2°C) P1 was reversed and P2 up to FL30 carried out. An SLR 
1) at FL30 was carried out to the west on a heading parallel to the Chilbolton radial. 
he FFSSP has issues as it was not seeing anything in cloud.  At 3000ft the aircraft was 
o low for radio communications with Chilbolton. In addition the cloud was breaking up, 
 it was decided to carry out a profile ascent P3 up through the atmosphere along the 
55° radial to determine the structure in this area.  
ollowing the turn at the SW end of the run during P3, a CB was encountered at 9.8kft 
01mbar, -5.8°C) and soon after a CT at 10.1kft (692mbar -5.4°C). Another CT was 
en at 11.9kft (646mbar, -8.4°C). Radsearch (Chilbolton) suggested cloud was present 
ith tops at 13kft and at 18kft above Chilbolton (CH), and so P3 was continued up to 
vestigate the upper cloud level. CB was actually encountered at 18.2kft (500mbar, -
1.9°C) on the inbound leg so P3 was terminated at FL190 and R2.1 started (485mbar, -
MetOffice mesoscale model forecast for 12:00z (left) and the IR satellite image (right) for Europe at 
12:00 on January 15th 2009 
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22.1°C). This run took the aircraft in and out of cloud in the overhead over CH so R2.1 
was stopped and after the turn to run outbound from CH, R2.2 started at the same level. 
Ice was reported to be building up on the front of the PCASP and 2DS. Radsearch 
suggested CT was now at 17kft above CH and that the cloud contained a lot of 
supercooled water. R2.2 was therefore stopped and profile descent, P4, down to FL170 
s in clear air, at about 25% of the way 
along the radial to the west of CH. Horace was again seen to be struggling on various 
ters (pressure, speed, altitude….). At FL170 (525mbar -18.0°C) P4 was 
stopped and R3.1 started. In the absence of cloud at around half way along the normal 
outbound leg the aircraft turned to run back inbound towards CH. R3.2 was started in the 
b to FL180.  
C) R3.3 was started inbound. As the aircraft approached the 
CH overhead Radsearch reported supercooled clouds above with tops at 18kft (also 
inated and after the turn R3.4 started before being 
overhead CH. Radsearch now reported CTs at 19kft and ant 10kft. The aircraft flew into 
 CH, but the tip of the CVI inlet was reported to be 
at FL170 (526mbar, -17.9°C) was undertaken, initially out of 
loud. Small quantities of ice were falling from above (and some of these particles were 
ported to be hexagonal plates – possibly rimed). Radsearch reported (~12:05z) 
 
g 
 
 
craft was above the local CT, and the 
VI inlet was seen to be completely iced up. At about halfway along the normal 
l 
til 
but 
was soon at CT again. After passing over CH the cloud in the turn at Pepis was thick 
started. At FL180 (still going west) the aircraft wa
reported parame
turn, but soon after the start ATC required the aircraft to clim
 
At FL180 (506mbar, -20.0°
others with CT at 10kft). R3.3 was term
clear air after ~2mins outbound from
iced up. R3.4 was terminated and profile descent (P5) to FL170 carried out. Soon after 
idday, inbound leg R4.1 m
c
re
supercooled cloud at 3.5km and 5.5km (11.5kft and 18.0kft). After turning and returning
outbound still at FL170 (R4.2), once out of cloud (which was quite close to CH now) a 
climb (P6) to FL180 was carried out. There was really little cloud left at this level now 
and what was present was thinning rapidly, wispy and difficult to fly in. Inbound SLR le
R5.1 (FL180, 505mbar, -20.2°C) was completed, and following the turn and short 
outbound run R5.2, the decision was taken to profile down (P7) to the lower layer of 
cloud previously reported by Radsearch to have CTs at 3.7km (~12kft).  
 
At FL110 (668mbar, -7.5°C) P7 was stopped and R6.1 started running outbound, but still 
out of cloud. The run was stopped and the aircraft turned to return inbound at FL110. 
Radsearch confirmed still seeing supercooled water at this altitude over CH, but nearly all
of R6.2 was above cloud, except just prior to crossing over CH when the aircraft anti-
icing system detected some liquid water. In the turn Radsearch (~12:44z) reported cloud 
layers with CTs at 4.2km and 3km (13.8kft and 9.8kft), each around 300m (1000ft) deep. 
Aircraft measurements suggested the cloud was mixed phase at this altitude and time. 
New run, R7.1 was started, still at FL110, but terminated soon after passing over CH. A
profile climb, P8, was then carried out to determine the level of CT. CT was seen at 
12.5kft and so P8 was terminated at FL130 (620mbar, -9.4°C) and profile P9 back down 
to FL120 (ie into cloud) undertaken. R8.1 at FL120 (Horace frozen – no data) then ran 
outbound initially in cloud. After ~ 5minutes the air
C
outbound leg, R8.1 was thus terminated, to turn the aircraft, and start R8.2 inbound (stil
at FL130) initially above cloud (NB. Horace was getting steadily worse at this time, un
eventually all plot screens froze up completely – so no data to report here). 2 minutes 
before being overhead at CH, the aircraft re-entered cloud (at 12kft, 643mbar,-9.7°C), 
again. Chilbolton reported the lidar was seeing a supercooled water layer at 3-3.5km (9
11.5kft), while the radar saw ice at 4+km down to 2km (13-6.5kft). Insitu, core cloud 
reported seeing small liquid drops and ice. The CDP was seeing concentrations of aroun
500 cm
.8-
d 
g 
orted 
 
d 
olumn).CPI reported water drops and some “chunks” of ice. A full length outbound leg, 
s 
s 
ed 
-3, and up to 22µm in size, but were generally ~18µm mean diameter. The FSSP 
reported similar sized “drops” but lower concentrations (6 cm-3). The CPI was seein
small and large liquid drops and the odd lump of ice. Meanwhile Radsearch rep
(~13:09z) CTs were now at 2.9 and 3.5km (9.4 & 11.5kft) and still 300m (1000ft) deep. 
R8.3 was started in the turn after CH, but terminated after passing overhead CH 
outbound, and profile descent P9 to FL100 started. At the start of R9.1 outbound it was
reported that the 2DS nose had a build up of 10mm of ice on it. Again there was 
confirmation of supercooled water at FL100. R9.1 outbound was stopped and the 
reciprocal inbound run R9.2 started (694mbar, -4.9°C). After crossing CH overhead, R9.2 
was stopped. There was still some ice present in the cloud (including the od
c
R9.3 was then carried out in an attempt to stay in cloud. This was followed by a profile 
(P10) up to FL110 in the turn at the SW end. Inbound leg R10 (669mbar, -7.9°C) wa
then undertaken but this was mainly out of cloud. R10 was terminated halfway back to 
CH, and profile descent P11 to FL100 was carried out in an attempt to stay in cloud for 
the final section of the inbound leg R11 (FL100, 695mbar, -5.5°C). At this time there wa
very little cloud left, and what could be seen was east of Chilbolton. Radsearch confirm
that they could only see patches of cloud now too, so the decision was taken to RTB at 
the end of the run.  
 
 
 
Summary of the flight:  The cloud coverage during this flight was significantly less than 
had been predicted eg compare the mesoscale model prediction Fig 2 with the radar 
reflectivity plot (above) for cloud above the Chilbolton radar for the period of the flight. 
The cloud associated with the warm front was dissipating rapidly by the time the airc
arrived on site (11:00z), and the progress of the cold front (and its associated cloud and 
precipitation) eastwards was far slower than expected. Consequently it was a struggle to
find suitable clouds to fly in during the flight. The problems associated with the Horace 
data-logging and realtime display system which were ongoing throughout the flig
also a hindrance to the insitu planning of the flight. On the plus side there was good VHF
communication with the operators of the radar facility at Chilbolton, which allowed for 
frequent updates of realtime information of cloud properties and position. 
raft 
 
ht were 
 
 
 
 
Notes on instrumentation: (For full list of instrumentation functionality see flight log)
 
CVI –OK at start but then iced up to increasing degrees during flight until it was fully 
iced up and un-useable. 
2DP – usual noise problem particularly associated with changes in altitude (and 
temperature) 
FFSSP – seemed to have significant problems from 12:50 on. 
Wet Neph – problems recording to laptop (recorded to Horace too – for Horace problem
see below) Dry neph OK 
Turbulence probe – OK did not ice up on this flight 
2DS – logger crashed 3x – OK when reset but failed to record data for 20mins after one 
of these crashes 
CAPS pitot tube – iced up 
CAPS hot wire probe – apparently iced up at one point too 
 
HORACE logging system – many problems due to failed attempts to write real-time 
back-ups to optical disk. Changing the disc had no effect. The problems were temporaril
offset each time by a reboot of the system. These problems manifested themselves as a 
gradual loss of certain core parameters up to the point of a total loss of realtime output , 
and a non-recording of some data/variables. The problem was apparent before take-off 
but with all microph
 
s 
y 
ysics probe data recorded on separate systems – and only a potential 
artial loss of other core data the decision was taken to proceed with the flight.  Post 
ed to cure the problem. 
 
 
Final comments: For further information about the flight please refer to Mission 
Scientist log sheets and screen dump file (latter degraded on this flight due to Horace 
problems). 
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flight cleaning of optical drive seem








Just out of cloud on transit
P1 start from FL100
P1 int FL70 P1 resume FL70 to FL50
P1 int at FL50
P1 resume
P1 resume CT
Cloud base 50ft – end P1, start P2
Panel frozen Panel frozen
R1.1 end
Climbing, too low for good 
VHF comms with radar folks. 
Can see partial HORACE 
reboot from the start of the 
trace of flight track
P3 CB P3 CT
CT again CB 
End P3, start R2.1 FL190 R2.1 end, in and out of CT
End R2.2, start P4 down to FL170 to 
go to layer suggested by Chilbolton
R2.2 start at FL190 
End P4 start R3.1 at FL170 End R3.1 (and turning) out of cloud
R3.2 start FL170 R3.2 end forced climb to FL180
R3.3 at FL180 start Chilbolton overhead
Over ChilboltonStart R3.4 FL180
Out of CB End 3.4 start P5 at FL180
End P5 R4.1 inbound FL170 out of cloud here
Overhead Chilbolton - end R4.1 Start R4.2 outbound
Overhead Chilbolton End R4.2 start P6 climb to FL180
End P6 Turn to return inbound at FL180
R5.1 start at FL180 Overhead Chilbolton again
R5.2 start outbound
Over Chilbolton - out from cloud End R5.2, start P7 FL180


R6.1 start outbound FL110 No cloud end 6.1 turning 
Start R6.2 FL110 still above CT Overhead Chil end R6.2
Start R7.1 at FL110 Overhead Chil
End R7.1 start P8 climb End P8 
P9 from FL130 to get in layer End P9 start R8.1 at FL120
End R8.1 wholly above CT Start R8.2 inbound FL120 above CT initially
Into cloud - then at CT Overhead Chil
Start R8.3 plot frozen Over Chil FL120 end of R8.3
R9.1 end 
Start R9.2 FL100 end R9.2 FL100
Start R 9.3 Overhead Chilbolton
End R9.3 – start P10 to FL110 End of p10 - Start R10 FL110
End R10 FL110, P11 start to FL100 End P11 start R11.1



Overhead Chilbolton end R11.1

RTB
APPRAISE FLIGHT B422
MS 2 Log
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Flight No.  B422 Date 15/01/2009     Page 1  of  .. operator 
 
FAAM © 2004 
GMT  Filter 
Trans.
Flow 
Rate 
Ba x 10-6 Ph_det
levels 
Run Remarks 
Set to DRS 
time: done Z 
New filter 
Tr = 1.000 
done 
Set to 
 3.0  
lpm: N/A 
     
Ave =30 s 
←Preflight 
done done n/a    30s  
1040z done n/a 0 17 44 30s new filter 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
 
Flight No:  B422    Date: 15/01/2009    Operator:M.GLEW 
 
Type of filters mounted in Upper inlet: Lower inlet: 
 
Disk  
No 1 
(top) 
Disk No 
2 
(middle)
Disk No 
3 
(bottom) 
Inlet 
Upper/ 
Lower 
Time 
Pump 
On 
Time 
Pump  
Off  Run
Accum 
Vol [l] 
Comments 
eg. Filter Exposure No, period in cloud, change 
of level etc. 
7 8  Upper 110259    110430 P2 055 profile
7     8  110500 111355 P2,R1
.1 
569 same filter after brief 
interruption for cloud 
3       4 49 Upper not exposed 
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
 
1058 Dry Neph not recording - was ok. Stopped and started labview, no good 
1127 Dry neph recorded briefly, then stopped at some point. No aerosol. Ran wet neph during 
run 1.1, ramping up 
1333 Tried again to get dry neph recording, success. 
Flight: B422
Thermometers
Hygrometers
Cameras
Radiometers
Navigation + Aircraft
Cabin Temperature: 1
Heimann: 4
Deiced Temp: 5
Non-deiced Temp: 5
FWVS: 2
General Eastern: 5
Johnson Williams: 5
Nevzorov: 5
Total Water Probe: 5
Downward Facing: 5
Forward Facing: 4
Rearward Facing: 5
Upward Facing: 5
BBR (clear) Lower: 5
BBR (IR) Lower: 5
BBR (red) Lower: 5
BBR (clear) Upper: 5
BBR (IR) Upper: 5
BBR (red) Upper: 5
ARIES: 1
DEIMOS: 1
IR Camera: 1
JNO2 Lower: 1
JNO2 Upper: 1
JO1D Lower: 1
JO1D Upper: 1
MARSS: 1
SHIMS Lower: 1
SHIMS Upper: 1
SWS: 1
TAFTS: 1
Cruciform GPS: 1
GIN Applanix: 5
INU Honeywell: 1
Radar Altimeter: 5
RVSM IAS: 5
RVSM Static Pressure: 5
XR5 GPS: 5
Cloud Probes
2DC: 5
2DP: 4
FFSSP: 4
PCASP: 5
ADA: 1
CCN: 5
CDP (fuselage): 1
CIP 100 (PIP): 1
CIP 25 (CIP): 1
CPI: 5
CVI (Inlet): 4
SID1: 1
SID2: 1
Aerosol
CPC 3025A: 2
Filters 47mm: 5
Filters 90mm: 1
Neph - Dry: 5
Neph - Wet: 5
PSAP: 5
AMS: 5
CPC (AMS): 5
INC: 1
VACC: 1
Chemistry
CO Aerolaser 5002: 5
NOx TE42C: 5
Ozone TE49C: 5
Ozone TE49: 1
FAGE: 1
Formaldehyde: 1
NOx FAAM: 1
ORAC: 1
PAN: 1
PERCA: 1
PTRMS: 1
TDLAS (NIR) CH4: 1
TDLAS (NIR) CO2: 1
SO2 TE43C: 2
TDLAS (1C): 1
WAS Bags: 1
WAS Bottles: 1
Misc Non-Core
CASI/ATM: 1
LTI: 1
LIDAR (big): 1
SAW Hygrometer: 1
Lower:
Upper:
Misc Core
AMTG: 5
AVAPS: 1
Cabin Pressure: 5
Printer: 5
S9 Static Pressure: 5
Satcom C: 5
Satcom H (VIRC): 5
Weather Radar: 1
DLU AERACK: 5
DLU BBR Lower: 5
DLU BBR Upper: 5
DLU Core Chem: 5
DLU Core Consoles: 5
DLU Port Aft: 5
DLU Port Fwd: 1
DLU Stbd Fwd: 1
DLUs:
Not Fitted
Fitted, Not Operated
Duff Data
Minor Problem
OK
KEY
Report Created 15/09/2009 14:25:37 Last Updated: 15/01/2009 15:09:03
Peroxide: 1
Turb Centre-Static: 5
Turb Left Right: 5
Turb Up-Down: 5
Turb Horizontal Chk: 5
Turb Vertical Chk: 5
CPC 3010A (CVI): 5
NOxy: 1
CAPS: 5
2DS: 5
Buck CR2: 5
SP2: 1
CPC 3786 H2O: 2
UHSAS: 1
CDP (Canister): 5
HORACE: 4
SID3: 1
CVI PCASP-X: 4
CVI Ly-A Hygro: 4
Mini-LIDAR: 1
SMPS (AMS): 5
FSSP (UMan): 5
PCASP SPP-200: 1
Faults / Incidents Log 
 
Flight No. B422 
Date: 15/1/09 
 
 
Issues  
DLU intermittent drop out – characterised by no transmit light on individual DDLUs. All DLUs 
affected to different extents but AMTG working normally.  Continued throughout flight with core 
console dlu the worst affected. Eventually linked this to the Optical disc drive. Problem stopped 
on ejecting disc. Problem re-started on putting different disc in. Looks like the optical drive is 
knacked. 
 
Mission scientist laptop mouse a bit dodge  
 
Instruments 
 
Dropsondes   Nil 
CVI -     frozen last third 
Filters    ok 
Neph    ok 
PSAP    ok 
Nev    ok 
WetNeph   ok 
AMS    ok 
Core Chem ok 
Heimann operating – not calibrating   
Cloud physics -    
CPC    U/S 
2DS -     ok apart from logging software 
CAPS -    ok 
SMPS -    ok  
Buck -     experimental operation ->ok 
2DP    Noise 
Fast FSSP   data 1250 onwards 
 
 
Aircraft 
 
SatcomC   ops normal 
MPDS ok, a few service drop-outs. Retrieved a few sat and radar pics 
during flight 
 
ISDN Emails   Web accessed for satpics when mpds was down 
Satcom-H Calls   Nil 
 

Chilbolton Radar Images 
 
b422 radar 091100 
 
 
b422 radar 133300 
